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T he uncontested utility of magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging in diagnostic medicine--i ts  noninvasive 

character, its three-dimensional (3D) capability, its geo- 
metric versatility, the high contrast and resolution avail- 
able in soft-tissue images, and its potential for imaging 
physiologic functions--are matters of serendipity. As is 
now generally known, MR images are generated by 
nuclear magnetism: the precessing magnetic moments 
of the protons of mobile water molecules of tissue [1- 
3]. Because the density of these protons varies little 
among different tissues, spatial variations of image 
intensity--at least to a first appoximation--are  domi- 
nated by tissue-dependent values of 1/T1 and 1/T2 of 
tissue water protons. These are the parameters that 
characterize the rate at which the orientational distribu- 
tion of the proton moments, once perturbed, returns to 
thermal equilibrium. Approximate values of 1/T1 and 
1/T2 for a variety of tissues are known from early in 
vitro measurements [4], so that reasonable estimates for 
the contrast to be anticipated in MR imaging could be 
made in the early stages of its development. However, 
there is no way in which useful estimates of relaxation 
rates could have been deduced a priori from applying 
theory to those water-macromolecutar interactions in 
tissue now known to induce proton relaxation. 

It has been only in the past few years that the nature of 
these intermolecular interactions has been clarified and a 
quantitative understanding of relaxation achieved [5]. 
Briefly, relaxation depends on three realities: (1) Tissue 
water protons are relaxed predominantly during the time 
that water molecules are bound at the protein-water 

interfaces of cytoplasmic protein; (2) this binding is so 
heterogeneous that particular sites, covering less than 1% 
of the interfacial area, contribute almost all the observed 
relaxation; and (3) cytoplasmic protein of tissue is highly 
organized spatially, ostensibly in well-defined 3D group- 
ings, such that the thermal (Brownian) rotational motion 
of individual protein molecules is highly restricted. This 
last point enhances the first point dramatically. The ser- 
endipity that makes MR imaging feasible is the unex- 
pected existence of a minority of water-binding sites with 
highly favorable relaxation-inducing properties, which in 
turn relate to the organization and immobility of the 
majority of cytoplasmic protein. When inserted into 50- 
year.old theory of relaxation of one proton by another 

[6], these realities--together with the well-founded 
assumption that water molecules are free to diffuse 
throughout tissue essentially unimpeded until they 
physically collide with cytoplasmic protein [2])--lead to a 
molecular-level, quantitative description of proton relax- 
ation in tissue. However, the fundamental empirical find- 
ing--the dominant role of transfer of magnetic energy 
between the protons of water and the protons of tissue 
protein has been used empirically, and to advantage, to 
clarify relaxation in protein solutions [7] and to account 
for magnetization transfer in MR imaging [8, 9]. It is the 
mechanistic description at the molecular level that is 
n e w .  

The evolution of the understanding of the origin of 
contrast in MR imaging is akin to that of genetics in the 
1960s. It is fair to say that before the insights of Watson 
and Crick regarding base pairing in DNA, the molecular 
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basis of genetics was unMmwn, whereas  immediately 

after genetics was essentially understood. It was the 
end of a mystery but the beginning of the new era of 

molecular genetics. Similarly, before 1993, the molecu- 
lar basis of water  proton relaxation in tissue was 

unknown,  whereas now it is understood in quantitative 
detail [5]. By analogy, this new understanding, too, can 
be the start of an era in which 1/T1 and 1/T2 of both 
normal and diseased tissue can be related, quantita- 
tively, to events in tissue at the molecular level [10-12] 

to further the diagnostic (and potential prognostic) 
capabilities of MR imaging as it is currently used and to 
provide insights into functional imaging. In this article, 
the fourth of related articles [1-3], I put current under- 

standing into historical perspective. 
I emphasize the basic mechanisms that contribute to 

water proton relaxation in all types of tissue but that are 
applicable directly to relatively homogeneous  tissue with 
minimal lipid content (e.g., liver, spleen, gray matter). 

For white matter, a more heterogeneous tissue, the lipid 
protons of myelin provide an additional relaxation con- 
tribution for the MR imaging-visible water protons. The 
responsible mechanism [13, 14] was identified before the 
more universal mechanisms were understood [5]. By 
contrast, the lipids of adipose tissue contribute an addi- 

rive signal in MR imaging [1], ostensibly with little inter- 

ference with the water proton signal or its relaxation. 

Calcifications also add another mechanism to tissue 
water proton relaxation, which was recognized only 
recently [11, 12], and iron from hemorrhage [10, 11] may 
as well. In particular, "old iron" in the brain, when 

sequestered in ferritin or hemosiderin, dominates 1/T2 of 
the brain in some instances [15], but it may not contrib- 

ute significantly to 1/T1. These "add-ons," however, are 
not my immediate concern. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Phenomenology of Relaxation in Protein Solutions 
and Tissue 

Figure 1 shows the current phenomenology  of relax- 
ation of tissue water protons. The solid symbols in Fig- 
ure 1A [16] show the magnetic field dependence  (the 
nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion [NMRD] profile) 

of l /T]  of four samples of human tissue: three normal 
(muscle, spleen, and lung) and one abnormal (astrocy- 
toma). The solid curve through the data for muscle is 
an empirical fit [2]; the three dashed curves are scaled 
from the solid curve by a constant (with a small correc- 
tion for water  background).  Certainly, to first order, 
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FIGURE 1. ,4, 1/T1 of water protons for four samples of human tissue: three normal (muscle, spleen, and lung) and one abnormal (astrocytoma [Astr.]) [16]. The solid 
curve through the data for muscle is an e m p i r i c a l  f it  to the data [2]; the three dashed curves are scaled from the solid-line curve by a constant (with a small correction 
f o r  water background). The open symbols, an enlarged detail of a part of the profile of the rat heart (H) at 10°C [17], are included to show peaks in 1/T1 t h a t  a r e  univer- 
sally present in tissue. B, 1/-I"1 nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion profiles of water protons of three samples with the same protein content (20 wt%), near physio- 
logic temperature: the human spleen data in ,4 (solid curve), native bovine serum albumin (BSA; open circles), and the same sample with the protein immobilized by 
cross-linking with glutaraldehyde (solid symbols) [5, 16]. 
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these four profiles have the same functional depen-  

dence on magnetic field' (B~'o) differing only by a tissue- 

dependent  (but, unfortunately, not tissue-specific), mul- 
tiplicative constant. The open  symbols, depicting an 
enlarged area of the profile of rat heart at 10°C [17], are 
included to show peaks in 1/T1 that are universally 
present- in tissue [10-12] but t ime-consuming to mea- 
sure [17]. 

Figure 1B shows NMRD profiles of three samples that 
all contain -20 wt% protein: the human spleen data 

from Figure 1A (solid curve), a water  solution of native 

bovine serum albumin (BSA; open  circles and dashed 
curve), and the native sample with its protein chemi- 
cally cross-linked (filled circles). It is now known that a 
sample of immobilized protein in water  is such a good 
phantom for homogeneous  tissue (i.e., excluding white 
matter and adipose tissue) that one cannot be distin- 
guished from the other from measurements  of relax- 
ation rates. This is true whether  one measures 1/T1, 1/ 

T2, 1/Tlp, or magnetization transfer, at any value of 

static or radiofrequency magnetic field, and at any tem- 
perature, and whether  these measurements  are made 
with an imager or a relaxometer. Moreover, the l /T1 
NMRD profiles of protein are the same regardless of 
whether  the latter is immobilized by chemical cross- 
linking (as in Fig. 1B), thermal denaturation (cooked 
egg whites [3]), physical crowding at high concentra- 
tions (the low-density, eye-lens protein o~-crystallin 

[18]), polymerization (deoxysickle hemoglobin [19]), or 
drying to a hydrated powder  [5]. 

Much of what is now known about the profiles of 
solutions of native, rotationally mobile protein (Fig. 1B) 
has been  known for some time [16]: In what is thought 
to be the first reported 1/T1 NMRD profile of a native 
protein (demetalated transferrin, in 1969 [20]), a compar- 
ison of the data with the basic concepts of relaxation 

theory showed that the profiles could be  explained only 
if "a small fraction of the number  [of water molecules] 
usually considered to be in the first hydration shell . . . 

with l i f e t imes . . ,  in the range 0.1 to 10 Its" were bound 
in such a way as to sense the Brownian rotation of the 

solute protein molecules. Subsequent exchange conveys 
this information to all solvent protons. In particular, the 
inflection of the profile for native BSA near 3 MHz (Fig. 
1B) reflects the rate of Brownian reorientation of the sol- 
ute molecules; it moves to lower fields for larger pro- 

teins, in inverse proportion to protein molecular weight 
(Fig. 4 in Koenig and Brown [16]). Also, the view, then 
and now, is that the dominant effect of the binding of 

water to protein relates to the temporary slowing of the 

motion of water molecules; the interaction of the protons 

of bound water with protein protons (magnetization 
transfer), although known to contribute somewhat  to the 
native profiles [16], was not of fundamental importance. 
What was and is significant is that the functional form of 
the 1/T1 profiles for solutions of native protein, their 
dependence on molecular weight and temperature, and 

the anticipated 1/T2 profiles (which are much more diffi- 
cult to measure) all were consistent with the basic formal 

aspects of the theory of relaxation in liquid solutions. 
However, the special nature of the "small fraction" of the 
hydration shell remained unknown for more than 20 
years, until 1993 [5]. 

The major empirical distinctions in functional form 
between the profiles of native and immobile protein was 
first considered in a discussion of concepts current in 
1988 [3]. In addition to the obvious difference in depen- 

dence on B 0 (Fig. 1B), peaks appear  in the profile for 
immobile protein (as for the rat heart; Fig. 1A), two 

larger ones near 2.2 and 2.8 MHz and a smaller one at 
the difference frequency of 0.6 MHz [17]. (These peaks 
were not considered earlier [3].) In addition, the temper- 
ature sensitivity of the profiles was known to be signifi- 
cantly reduced by immobilization, and the high-field 
value of 1/T2 becomes similar to the low-field value of 
1/T1 rather than to 0.3 of the low-field 1/T1. These 
aspects of the NMRD profiles, as well as the relaxation 

rate peaks, also are characteristic of tissue [5, 10--12]. 
Indeed, at the time of that discussion [3], the phenome-  
nologic resemblance between the NMRD profiles of tis- 
sue and immobile protein was well established. What 

was not understood then were (1) the source of the het- 
erogeneity of water binding at a typical protein-water 
interface, which involves multiple hydrogen-bond for- 
mation; (2) that the mobile-immobile protein NMRD 

transition relates to a switch from liquidlike to solid 
state-like behavior of the relaxation of protein protons; 
and (3) that immobilization enhances the transfer of 
magnetic energy between solute and solvent protons. 
Indeed, the current understanding came about during 

the period that magnetization transfer contrast imaging 
was first proposed [21]. 

Today, there is a a quantitative theoretical under- 
standing of all aspects of the NMRD profile of cross- 

linked BSA [1] (Fig. 1B) and, by extension, of the origin 
of contrast in MR imaging. Before expanding on this, it 
is necessary to recount the major concepts underlying 
the relaxation of protons in liquids and solids. 
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Theory of Relaxation in Protein Solutions and Tissue 

Longitudinal relaxation of  two interacting ensembles 

ofprotons. Assume that 8 W is the (time-dependent) frac- 

tional deviation of the magnetization of tissue water pro- 
tons from their thermal equilibrium value and that 8P is 

that of the protons of tissue macromolecules (assumed to 
be  mostly protein). Further assume that each of these 
ensembles has its own intrinsic relaxation rates, R g and 

Rp, in the absence of transfer of magnetization between 
the two ensembles. (Here R g includes all influences of 

the protein on the relaxation rate of water other than 
magnetization transfer, such as from paramagnetic ions 

or alteration of solvent hydrodynamics, as well as contri- 
butions from solute contrast agents.) If these assump- 
tions are true, then the most general formulation of their 
joint relaxation (assuming linear behavior) the pair of 
phenomenologic  differential equations that describes 
their coupled evolution in time for all experimental con- 

ditions---is as follows [5, 7-9]: 

d(  8 W) /  dt = - R w ( 8  lgO - o[(SP)  - (8 W)] 

d ( g P ) / d t  = - m ~  [(8 W) - (SP)] - R p ( S P ) .  (1) 

Here, c characterizes the rate of transfer of  magneti- 
zation from protein to water  when  the protein and 
water  ensembles  deviate from equilibrium by  different 
fractional amounts,  and m is the ratio of the number  of 

water  to protein protons (i.e., the relative magnetic 
energy in the two ensembles  at equilibrium). (~ is iden- 

tical to - K  as measured in magnetization transfer con- 
trast [21].) It is often useful to rewrite these equations in 
terms of the deviations of each ensemble from its own 

equilibrium: 

d(  g W) / dt = -)~ w(gW) - ~ (SP)  

d ( S P ) / d t  = - m o ( g W )  - ~ ,p(SP) ,  (2) 

where  )v W = R g -  ~ and )vp = Rp - mo .  

The general solution of this pair of  linear differential 

equations is a biexponential  decay for both  8 W  and 
8P, with the same two characteristic "eigenrates" for 
each but with different relative magnitudes of the two 

components  [5]. At typical MR imaging fields, the faster 

rate characterizes the magnetization transfer be tween 
water  and protein; the slower one characterizes the 
relaxation of the combined magnetizations of the two 
ensembles.  Under typical experimental  conditions, for 

both  MR imaging and NMRD, the slower decay rate is 

the one that is measured and identified with 1/T1. In 
magnetization transfer contrast experiments, the mag- 
netization of the protein spins is saturated by off-reso- 

nance irradiation (bringing them to an "infinite spin 

temperature"), so that the time dependence  of 8P in 

equations 1 and 2 is eliminated. The result is that 8 W 
varies as a single exponential  with decay rate £w. 

These equations can be invoked at two levels: the 
macroscopic level, where  the three unknown rates Rw, 

Rp, and ~ are fit to defining experiments so that their 
values then can be  used to predict further results in 

altered circumstances, or the molecular level, where  
they can be related to molecular parameters ff a mecha- 

nistic model  is available. At the macroscopic level, 
these equations have been  used in some detail in stud- 
ies of magnetization transfer contrast [8, 9]. At the 
molecular level, from NMRD studies the same equa- 
tions have been  used to determine the density and 
characteristics of the water-binding sites at the prote in-  
water  interface in tissue [5]. 

Thermal rotational motion of  water molecules and  

relaxation in liquids. A few years after the discovery of 

nuclear MR in solids and liquids in 1945 [22, 23], the the- 
oretical concepts of proton relaxation in liquids were 
clarified [6]: In liquid water, protons are relaxed by other 
protons, mostly through intramolecular interactions 
between the magnetic dipoles of the two protons of a 

. o  

single water molecule. This interaction is large and 
causes a precession of one proton in the field of the 
other at a rate 105 radians sec -1 (corresponding to a 

period of -10 btsec). It also is a function of the spatial 

orientation of the water molecule. The thermally induced 
Brownian rotation of a water molecule proceeds at a 
much greater rate: 2 x 1010 radians sec -1 at 25°C. This 

rapid modulation of the relaxation-inducing interaction 

tends to minimize its effect. The net result is a "motional 
narrowing" of the intramolecular interaction [1], which 
increases its characteristic interaction period, 10 gsec, by 
a factor of 2 x 101°/105 to give a relaxation time of -2 

sec. The observed time at 25°C is 4 sec. The more formal 

aspects of relaxation theory are concerned with quantify- 
ing the concept of motional narrowing and deriving the 

dependence of relaxation rates on B 0 (i.e., showing how 
proton precession influences motional narrowing to gen- 

erate 1/T1 and 1/T2 NMRD profiles). 
Note that proton relaxation relates to the mechanisms 

by  which protons sense the surrounding temperature, 
mechanisms by which, ultimately, the magnetic (Zee- 

man) energy of these protons achieves thermal equilib- 

rium. These require randomness  (i.e., thermally driven 
f luctuations)--no fluctuations means no relaxation. 
Finally, for liquids, 1/T1 and 1/T2 are closely related [6]; 
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in fact, they are different components  of  intrinsically 

directionally dependenfFdl~txation rates. At low values 

of B0, in liquids, when  all directions become equiva- 
lent, 1/T1 and 1/T2 become equal. At large values of 
B0, 1/T1 approaches  zero, whereas  1/T2 approaches  
0.3 of the low-field value of l/T1. The relevance to MR 
imaging is that the binding of water  molecules at the 
interface of stationary protein can slow the rotational 

motion of water  molecules 106-fold. Thus, if a typical 
water  molecule is in contact with tissue protein for one 

part in 104 of the time (a reasonable estimate), its relax- 
ation rate can be enhanced 100-fold. 

Relaxation in solids. Solids are rigid, and Brownian 
rotation of individual molecules of the solid is minimal, 
as, for example,  in ice. As a result, 1/T1 and 1/T2 
become unrelated conceptually. The longitudinal (par- 
allel to B 0) relaxation rate, 1/T1, is still a measure of  
the time it takes for the magnetic energy to attain ther- 
mal equilibrium. It can become exceedingly l ong - -no  

(rotational) fluctuations and, as a result, no relaxation. 

The transverse relaxation rate, 1/T2, is n o w  uncoupled 
from, and unrelated to, 1/T1. The interaction of a pro- 
ton with its neighbor is no longer motionally narrowed, 
so that a given proton will reorient (i.e., "flip") in the 
field of its neighbor  in -10 btsec, which is the interac- 
tion period. This "uncertainty" time is now T2 and is 
observable as the line width of the nuclear MR signal 
from protein protons found in magnetization transfer 

imaging [21]. A proton will not flip back in any coher- 

ent way because of the complexity of the system (i.e., 
the multiplicity of interproton interactions present). As 
a. result, its initial spin orientation, when  different from 

its neighbors, will propagate  throughout the solid, 
which is akin to molecular diffusion in a concentration 
gradient. This process is called "spin diffusion." The net 
effect is that magnetic energy diffuses rapidly (a few 
milliseconds to traverse an immobile protein molecule) 

without loss. To first order, relaxation of Zeeman 
energy will occur only at specialized sites that can pro- 

vide locally fluctuating magnetic fields; these become  
the sinks and sources of magnetic energy and contrib- 

ute to 1/T1. 
There is no analogous long-range spin diffusion in 

liquids. Rather, each mutual spin flip can both transport 
spin and relax Zeeman energy (because of fluctua- 

tions), so that spin diffusion does not progress beyond  

a few intermolecular distances. (On the other hand, 
chemical diffusion in low-viscosity liquids will transport 
magnetic energy with a diffusion rate that is 106-fold 

greater than spin diffusion in solids.) Finally, for protein 

protons, the transition from motionally narrowed, liq- 

uid-state conditions to solid state relaxat ion--which 
sets in when  the rate of Brownian reorientation of the 
protein is comparable  to the precession of a protein 
proton in the fields of its ne ighbor- -occurs  at a protein 
molecular mass of approximately 50,000,000 Da, which 
is far greater than that of any native protein unless it is 
immobilized by its cytoplasmic environment. 

Heterogeneity of Binding of Water to Proteins in Solution 

The current view [5, 24] is that water molecules are 
held at prote in-water  interfaces by single and multiple 

hydrogen bonds. To first order, their binding energies 
are additive, so that each additional bond  increases the 
dissociation lifetime of a bound water molecule by the 
same factor: -50 at 25°C. Water molecules held by four 
bonds have a lifetime of 1 btsec, as deduced recently 

from a comparison of deuteron 1/T1 NMRD profiles of 
native and cross-linked BSA [5, 24]. As might be antici- 
pated, the interracial density of these sites is low 
because the stereochemical requirements are so restric- 
tive. An example of this would be a water molecule 
with one proton bonded  symmetrically to ti:e two oxy- 
gen molecules of an interfacial carboxylate and the 
other bonded  symmetrically to nitrogen molecules of  
two interfacial histidines, as identified by neutron dif- 

fraction measurements  of myoglobin crystals [25]. 
Other configurations have been  suggested [5]. These 

are the binding sites hinted at in the first reported 
NMRD profiles of protein solutions [20] (quoted earlier). 
For BSA, there are two per  hydration layer of -700 
water  molecules. Judging from the NMRD profiles of 
many  proteins and tissues, this surface density ranges 
over  a factor of 2, a fact that explains the twofold range 

of 1/T1 and 1/T2 of tissue (Fig. 1A). For immobile pro- 
tein and tissue, the 1-gsec l ifet ime--a long time for the 
present  purposes - -modula tes  the intramolecular inter- 
action of the proton of a bound water molecule and its 
interaction with protein protons. 

Three-bond sites also have been identified, as have 
two-  and single-bond sites. The associated densities, 
lifetimes, and "correlation" frequencies (near which 

they contribute to the dependence  of the profiles on 
B 0) are listed in Table 1 [24]. In general, the density of 

the more  populous  sites does not increase as rapidly as 
the lifetime decreases, so that all the NMRD profiles of 
tissue are dominated by  the 1-gsec sites. 
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C U R R E N T  C O N C E P T S  

T h e  Six P a r a m e t e r s  of T h e o r y  

Figure 2 [5] shows the proton 1/T1 NMRD profiles of  
two samples of chemically cross-linked BSA that are 
identical in all respects, except that the solvent was 

100% protonated in one case and 90% deuterated in the 
other. (The spectral peaks, shown in Fig. 1B, have been  

omitted for clarity.) If the only p ro ton-pro ton  interac- 
tions of importance in relaxation were the intramolecu- 
lar interactions in water, the shapes of  the two profiles 

would be identical and the amplitude of that of the 
deuterated sample would be 10% of the undeuterated 
one. That this is not the case establishes immediately 
that interactions that transfer magnetization be tween 
solute and solvent protons dominate relaxation. The 
two solid curves associated with the data are the result 
of recent theory [5] applied to solvent interactions at a 
heterogeneous prote in-water  interface. They arise from 

a straightforward extension of earlier work on relax- 

ation in two-spin systems [6] to derive expressions for 
and the protein contribution to R W (equation 1). Rp 

was obtained by a thorough reanalysis of early data on 
relaxation of protons in solid amino acids and protein, 

including remnant  internal mobility [5]. Six phenome-  
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FIGURE 2.1/'1"1 nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD) profiles of water 
protons of two samples of 9 wt% bovine serum albumin immobilized by cross-link- 
ing with glutaraldehyde at 20°C. The solvent water is undeuterated for the upper 
set of data points and 90% deuterated for the lower. The solid curves are derived 
from a six-parameter theory [5], of which four are known from deuteron NMRD 
profiles.The remaining two, the extent of magnetization transfer at the 1-#sec and 
20-nsec sites, were adjusted to optimize the fit [5]. 

nologic parameters are involved in generating the two 

curves: (1) the density and lifetime of the 1-btsec, four- 

hydrogen-bond interfacial water-binding sites; (2) the 
density and lifetime "~a of the 20-nsec, three-hydrogen- 
bond  sites; and (3) the values of ~ for the two classes 
of bound  waters relative to the intramolecular p ro ton-  

proton interaction in water. (The actual values used are 
2 and 16 water  molecules per  BSA molecule, with life- 

times 'I; M of 1 p~sec and 23 nsec and relative interactions 
of 1 and 4.) From these, values for ~ and R W were 
computed,  equation 1 solved for the eigenrates, which 
were  substituted back into the equations to predict the 
observed 1/T1 NMRD profiles. The process was iter- 
ated, ultimately yielding the curved lines shown in Fig- 

ure 2. The fit shows that 60% of the magnetization 
transfer funneled through the 1-btsec sites and that 40% 
funneled through the 20-nsec sites [15]. 

These six parameters also explain a great deal of the 
other data. First, if magnetization transfer is omitted (there 

is none between solvent deuterons and protein protons), 
and the magnitude of the deuteron magnetic moment  is 
substituted for that of the proton, the theory predicts the 
observed deuteron 1/T1 profile of cross-linked BSA within 
experimental error [5]. Second, for native mobile BSA, the 

rotational relaxation time, and not "rM, is the correlation 
time to be used in the computations. This yields the deu- 
teron l/T1 profile of native BSA within experimental error 
[5]. Thus, four of the six parameters---when inserted into 

theory [5]--are adequate to explain deuteron relaxation in 
native and cross-linked BSA. Therefore, the curves shown 
in Figure 2 may be regarded as having been generated by 
only two unknown parameters, with the remaining four 

derived from deuteron data. It is already known [26] that a 
mechanism not yet mentioned here affects the data as B 0 
is lowered below -0.05 MHz: the solid state-broadened 
energy levels of the protein protons begin to overlap, the 
distinction between spin-up and spin-down is lost, and 
any magnetization that crosses the interface from the sol- 
vent side is "short-circuited." Relaxation in the protein is 

immediate (10 gsec), and the influence of solute on sol- 
vent is limited by the magnetization transfer rate. This was 

not considered in generating the curves in Figure 2; its 
inclusion would improve the low-field agreement of data 

and theory. 
Given the foregoing, including the fact that 3% or less 

of  the prote in-water  interface has been  invoked, plus 

the idealization that there is no heterogeneity within a 
given class of site (Table 1), I submit that the theoretical 
curves in Figure 2 are a remarkable two-parameter  
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TABLE 1: Approximate Lifetime ¢M of a Water Molecule Bound at 
a Protein-Water InterfaciafSR~When Held by n Hydrogen Bonds 

I: M V c = 1/111: M e 0 
(sec) (MHz) (Tesla) 

4 1 x 10 -6 0.1 0 .0024 

3 2 x 10 -8 5 0.12 

2 4 x 10 - l °  250 6 

1 8 x 10 -12 12,500 300 

For solutions of immobilized protein, every value of 'c M determines a value 
of Vc [20], the correlation frequency of a distinct dispersive contribution to the 
1/T1 NMRD profiles of solvent protons, with an inflection at B o. NMRD = 
nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion. 

characterization (both magnetization transfer parame-  
ters) of the observed proton l/T1 NMRD profiles. In 
turn, these profiles are indistinguishable in form from 
those of most  tissues, normal and abnormal [1, 10-12]. 
This means that the difference in MR imaging contrast 
be tween any two relatively homogeneous  tissues (e.g., 
liver and spleen) always can be characterized by two 

parameters: the t issue-dependent densities of the 
recently discovered 1-gsec and 20-nsec sites, which 
relate to the protein composit ion and physical state of 
each tissue. All other aspects of  relaxation are invariant 
and are the same as those that explain relaxation in 
solutions of immobilized protein. I now summarize the 

global picture. 

Universal 1-gsec and 20-nsec Sites 

With regard to the data in Figure 2, first consider the 
0.1- to 1.0-MHz decade. The water  molecules that dom- 
inate relaxation are those bound  at the "c M = 1 gsec, 
four-hydrogen-bond sites. The dynamic act of binding 
and unbinding generates fluctuations in the intramolec- 
ular water  p ro ton-pro ton  interaction in the microsec- 
ond rather that the 20-psec regime, contributing so 
much  to relaxation that only two bound  water  mole- 
cules per BSA suffice to account for the majority of l/T1 

and make MR imaging possible. The "c M = 20 nsec sites, 
however,  cannot be  ignored. As already noted, the rela- 

tive contributions of these two types of  sites to magne-  
tization transfer in BSA (and to 1/T2 at imaging fields 

[5]) is 2:1. (A cursory application of the data in Table 1 
may suggest that this ratio should be  higher; however, 
1/T1 at low fields, as measured, is actually the slower 

of  a biexponential  variation, which must be  extracted 
diligently from theory using equation 1 [5].) Given this, 

the fact that the profiles shown in Figure 1A scale by a 
single parameter  implies that this ratio does not vary 

significantly from one tissue to another. However, an 

earlier compilation of many  more tissue profiles (see 

Fig. 14 in Koenig [16]) implies, retrospectively, a vari- 

ability in this ratio that should not be  ignored. 

Because the protons of the bound water molecules 
are in magnetic contact with protein protons, essen- 

tially all proton relaxation, as well as all magnetization 
transfer, takes place at these sites: For water  protons, 
chemical diffusion brings the magnetic energy there 

and for protein protons, spin diffusion does the same. 
The dependence  of l/T1 on B o in this decade of field is 

as expected and is actually centered near 0.1 MHz, 
where  the precession frequency is comparable to the 
inverse of 11 x "c M [16, 20]. Were it not for the 20-nsec 
sites, 1/371 would be close to zero for B 0 above -1 
MHz. The range of 1-40 MHz, the MR imaging range, is 
dominated by these three-bond sites. The recent real- 
ization of their existence [5] has made it possible to 
explain the two-decade-old profiles of a relatively large 
protein (450 kDa hemocyanin [2]). This profile, with an 

inflection at lower fields, has a second (but not obvi- 
ous) dispersion above 1 MHz (analogous to that shown 
in Fig. 2) that is attributable to the 20-nsec sites and has 
remained unexplained until recently. 

14NH Peaks 

The three peaks in the cross-linked BSA profile in 

Figure 1B are now readily explained. It has been  
known for some time that they are associated with the 

NH moieties of  the protein and that their magnitude 
suggests that water  protons can interact with the major- 
ity of them [17]. This would be difficult if it were not for 
interfacial magnetization transfer and spin diffusion 
throughout immobilized protein. The 14N nuclei of the 

NH groups have electric quadrupolar  moments;  suffice 
it to say for now that there are nuclear levels at 2.2 and 
2.8 MHz above a ground state with short relaxation 

times. Moreover, these levels are relatively independent  
of B 0. When B 0 is such that the proton energy (preces- 
sion frequency) matches an energy difference be tween 
any two 14N levels (0.6, 2.2, and 2.8 MHz), l /T1 of the 

NH protons becomes  large. These, in turn, become  
highly efficient relaxation sinks for proton magnetiza- 
tion diffusing in their vicinity, which gets reflected, ulti- 
mately, in the proton 1/T1 profile of solvent protons. 

Relevance to 1/T2 at MR Imaging Fields 

Above 40 MHz, the contribution of the 1-btsec and 20- 
nsec sites to l/T1 of tissue becomes  small, comparable  
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to the background rate of p.u~r e water  and the contribu- 
tions of adventitious oxygen and paramagnetic metal 

ions. The little relaxation that remains at typical 
imaging fields is, ironically, from the single- and dou- 
ble-hydrogen-bonded sites, which cover 97% of the 
prote in-water  interface [5, 20]. As a consequence,  

unless there is a specific contribution to 1/T1 from 
other sources (e.g., as already noted for the myelin of 

white matter [13, 14]), contrast in MR imaging must take 
advantage of t issue-dependent values of 1/T2. Fortu- 

nately, even when  the macromolecular  content of tis- 
sue is solidlike, its water  remains mobile [2]. Therefore, 

motional narrowing theory is the proper  description of 
relaxation, and - - a s  a c o n s e q u e n c e - - i / T 2  at imaging 
fields, 0.3 of 1/T2 in the low-field limit, must mimic 1/T1 
at low fields. This validates the use of 1/T1 NMRD data 
(Figs. 1B and 2) as a means of understanding the basis 
of contrast in MR imaging until 1/T2 profiles can be 
measured with comparable  speed and accuracy. 
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FIGURE 3. Variation with c~-crystallin concentration of the magnetization transfer 
rate K(= -~ ;  equation 1 ) at 200 MHz ( [ ] )  and the magnitude of the 2.8-MHz 1/T1 
peak [17] ( 1 ) ,  at 25°C.The relative vertical scales have been adjusted to empha- 
size the similar dependence of these two parameters. The smooth nonlinear 
curve associated with the data, which has only linear and cubic components, in- 
dicates a hydrodynamic interaction (crowding) between protein molecules. 

A Remarkable Correlation 

The foregoing, somewhat  complex global view of 
proton relaxation in systems of rotationally restricted 

protein (including tissue) has made it possible to corre- 
late two ostensibly unrelated sets of data measured for 

solutions of  (*-crystallin as a function of protein con- 
centration [18]. Molecules of this highly soluble globular 

eye-lens protein are approximately 50% water, for rea- 
sons that enhance lens transparency, resulting in a 
molecular volume that is twice that expected from its 
molecular mass (800 kDa). As a result, protein-protein 

interactions at a given protein density are large, and the 
irreversible mobi le- immobi le  transition of BSA (Fig. 
1B) can be modeled  reversibly using solutions of (x- 
crystallin of varying concentrations [18]. In Figure 3, the 
dependence  on protein concentration is plotted for two 
quantities, each of wh ich - -based  on the view of proton 
relaxation in t i s sue - -depend  on magnetization transfer 

at the 1-btsec and 20-nsec sites. The nonlinearity of their 
dependence  on protein concentration verifies that inter- 

molecular interactions are significant at the concentra- 
tions shown; they slow solute rotation. One quantity is 
the height of the 2.8-MHz peak, which, provided that 
spin diffusion is adequate, will be  proportional to the 
transfer rate at 2.8 MHz. The second is the rate of mag- 

netization transfer measured using imaging techniques 
(at 200 MHz [18]), in which an off-resonance radio field 
is used to disequilibrate the spins of the protein pro- 

tons. The resulting change in image intensity provides a 
measure of the rate of magnetization transfer, K(= - o ) ,  
relative to the total 1/T1. Because B 0 is so high, the 
contribution of the long-lived sites is highly dispersed 
and, if additional mechanisms of magnetization transfer 
exist, then K at 200 MHz would not be  expected to cor- 
relate with the height of the 2.8-MHz peak. This pre- 

dicted correlation is shown in Figure 3; it is remarkably 

good and is not explicable outside of the global con- 
ception presented here. 

CYTOPLASMIC ORDER AND CYTOPLASMIC 
CHAOS ORDER 

Having argued, from the phenomenology  of relax- 
ation in tissue, that the majority of all cytoplasmic pro- 

tein is immobilized [24], the next question is, Why, 
how, and to what  extent? It is easy to say that it is obvi- 
ous that cytoplasmic protein should be  immobile: Cells 
have exoskeletons, which are extensive networks of 
membrane  that can bind protein. However,  the hemo- 

globin of red cells (which are really sacs of hemoglo- 
bin) is mobile despite the rigid macromolecular  
network that maintains the cells' shape, whereas  the 

protein of hepatocytes (nucleated cells with complex 
functions) is not [2]. In addition, there is not enough 

lipid in most  cells to fill the interstices be tween protein 
molecules if all cytoplasmic protein were  assembled 
into a monolayer. Something more  fundamental and 
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universal must be responsible, something that derives 
from an evolutionary ri'deet to optimize cell function. 
Previously, I [24] conjectured that the organization of 
protein in cells is an expression of a need for "cytoplas- 
mic order," a 3D arrangement of cytoplasmic protein 
into functional groups, or clusters. Such groups (e.g., 
the proteins needed for electronic transport along a 
redox chain or those enabling the unfolding and 
threading of another protein through a mitochondrial 
membrane) could well be anchored to membranes or 
receptors at only a few points, with their rigid 3D orga- 
nization maintained largely by specific protein-protein 
interactions. These would have evolved by the evolu- 
tionary fine-tuning of cellular, and tissue, function. As 
noted earlier, the clusters would have to be larger than 
5 X 10 7 Da. I [24] also have argued that, for efficiency, 
these clusters should interfere minimally with each 
other because the cytoplasm is a crowded place. Thus, 
cytoplasmic protein of a normal cell, one that must per- 
form a multiplicity- of protein-mediated biochemical 
functions, must be highly organized and assembled into 
compact functional units, with each unit separated from 
the others for minimal mutual interference. 

C h a o s  

If cytoplasmic order is fine-tuned for optimal func- 
tioning, what changes will occur in this order when cells 
become abnormal, in particular, neoplastic? In a recent 
study of 47 resected human astrocytomas [10], the most 
common malignant brain tumor in adults, a correlation 
was found between the amplitude of the NMRD profiles 
and the histologic grade of the tumor, a measure of 
aggressiveness. It is not straightforward to demonstrate 
this correlation because corrections must be made for 
variations in water content, and the unknown effects of 
hemorrhage and calcium deposits on 1/T1 [10-12] must 
be avoided. The results can be understood as a break- 
down of cytoplasmic order, the onset of "cytoplasmic 
chaos." As cells become more transformed, different 
proteins will be expressed, the order needed for normal 
functioning will be compromised, and the factors that 
separate different clusters of protein will become inef- 
fective. For fixed protein content, one expects more 
immobilization, greater relaxation rates, and more mag- 
netization transfer. More data are needed to verify these 
conjectures. On the other hand, and consistent with the 
ideas of order and chaos, are the results for human 
meningiomas. These tumors, which are usually histolog- 

ically benign, grow slowly. From the perspective of tis- 
sue water protons, they are physiologically similar to 

normal tissue and have little variability in their water 
contents and NMRD profiles [12]. 

T H E  F U T U R E  

In summary, the amplitudes of the proton l/T1 
NMRD profiles of tissue depend mainly on the amount 
of protein-water interfacial area in the ceils, the densi- 
ties of the three- and four-hydrogen-bond sites (the 20- 
nsec and 1-}.tsec sites), and the integrity of the spatial 
organization of cellular protein, something needed for 
normal cell function. This organization limits the rota- 
tional freedom of the protein, to which the amplitude of 
the profiles and the relative heights of the 14NH peaks 
are highly sensitive. The information currently available 
is limited to fairly homogeneous  tissue with relatively 
globular proteins. Little has been done with more com- 
plex tissues, such as cartilage, which is replete with 
fibrous collagen, and muscle; both cartilage and muscle 
have proteins with high surface-to-volume ratios. Will 
incipient loss of cartilage integrity (e.g., associated with 
arthritis), or the state of muscle in disease, show up in 
the more subtle details of its NMRD profiles? The com- 
positions of many tissues are relatively constant over 
time, but many others are cyclic (e.g., hormone secre- 
tors). Will the secretory activity of such tissue, which 
involves t ime-dependent expression of different pro- 
teins, be reflected in their NMRD profiles? To go further, 
can the cycles of cell division in synchronized cell cul- 
tures be followed by NMRD methods? Finally, can com- 
pounds be found that compete with water for the 1- 
gsec sites? The average density of these sites in tissue is 
a few millimolar, which is comparable to the dosage 
used with paramagnetic contrast-altering agents. If so, 
there might be a class of diamagnetic agents yet to be 
discovered. 
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